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the episode has some real strengths. the falcon's (anthony mackie) sister myra (victoria senoghue) serves as a bit of a emotional anchor for him. while sam is definitely the mcus
version of a superhero, myra is the mom that kept him grounded, and shes always been there to help him as much as possible. its nice to see her and buck (daniel brühl)
supporting sam again, even if its pretty clear that he has a romantic thing going with her. even though its clearly a very lighthearted installment, it still has its fair share of
weighty moments, like a scene early on that focuses on the falcon being contacted by a friend who suggests a new job opportunity. the falcon isnt all that interested until he asks
sam to pass a note to his kids in the military and finds his nephew clinging to a tree branch to avoid getting picked on, and he realizes that this might be a chance to finally do
the work he felt he shouldve done as a boy. sam finds a way to clear buck and walks away from the life he was living as the winter soldier, and makes a promise to himself to
always protect them and put them first. theres a few really good and interesting things about falcon that i want to address here, and i want to start with buck, who is someone i
think that black people should care about more. buck has been kind of a forgotten character in the mcu, as his role as the winter soldier was more about, well, killing people. but
that character is certainly one that deserves a second chance in the mcu.
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Number gemstone 1.6.0 crack belalokahdewan vijayam serial television meaning slon delux 2012 axxesscooler 110 vj software murthra johnny 3.1 keygen on one hand, the show
specifically names the two terrorist organizations the falcon and winter soldier battle, the secret empire and the proxima nova. on the other, it goes about the topic in an

interesting way that relies on a lot of references in the show. i see this episode as a great way to re-boot the show by starting the narrative after the team has been broken up
and has not been active for a few years. i also love the fact that we jump right into the mission in italy, which is something im not sure many shows in this specific genre do. not

to mention, there is some pretty bad guy-fighting action as the falcon, bucky, and the falcon are all fighting off the secret empire and the proxima nova. (personally, im very
excited to see bucky in a suit!) now, some of those are just references, but others are pretty cool easter eggs that add a lot to the show. we also briefly see tony stark in the ep,

who is presumably flying to italy (although i could be misreading the pov shot where that line occurs) during the episode. this makes me think that we will be seeing him at some
point in the second season. plus, the falcon herself (and bucky in a supporting role, in another suit) is called jane foster, which will be some interesting to see play out.
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